FOR MASSIVE ROOTPRODUCTION

HOW TO USE ROOTBASTIC?
Please note that this product WILL INCREASE
THE PPM (parts per million) OF YOUR
NUTRIENT SOLUTION.
Start using Rootbastic WHEN THE ROOTS are
approximately 2 inches long. This will occur
during the ﬁrst WEEKS OF THE ROOTING STAGE
when you have done your cuttings. After this,
you can still add Rootbastic during the ﬁrst
three weeks of plant growth. Keep your base
nutrients low because adding Rootbastic in the
rooting stage will primarily stimulate root
production.
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Begin with the minimum Rootbastic dosage and
gradually increase to maximum strength.
ADD 0.3 ML TO 1 ML OF ROOTBASTIC PER 1 US GALLON
of water (0.1 – 0.3 ml per 1,000 ml) in your reservoir.
Rootbastic can be used in ALL GROWING MEDIA and in
combination with ALL FEEDING METHODS.

Do I still have to use a pH stabilizer when I start using Rootbastic together with the A & B parts
in my reservoir or when I hand water my plants?
Yes, because the pH needs to be between 5.8 and 6.5 to get the most out of your plants.
It is always wise to check the pH and adjust it, if necessary.
Does RBS contain beneficial bacteria? No, Rootbastic does not contain any beneficial bacteria.
Instead it contains food beneficial to micro organisms, as well as plant food.
What should the EC be in my total RBS solution and in the A & B parts? EC 0.8 / 0.9
How do I increase the dosage? Increase 0.3 ml per week. You can increase the dosage by 0.3 ml
per week, up to a total of 1 ml (depending on the growth of the roots). We recommend using a
low dosage of 0.3 ml because this is a product with a high PK
What is in Rootbastic? It claims to be a combination of high PK and micro nutrients. Phosphoric Acid,
Potassium Hydroxide, Nitrogen, Ascophyllum Nodosum, and Laminara Digitata.
Are ingredients (like seaweed) cold processed? Yes they are. These ingredients: cold CLAY and KELP.
What is your experience using Rootbastic together with other products? When you start to use
Rootbastic you will see an enormous change within a few days, compared with not using any
root stimulators.
When can I start using Rootbastic?
You can start using Rootbastic when the roots have reached approximately 2inch in length.
The reason a cutting or seedling grows roots to begin with, is because it is in survival mode.
It is searching for food. It completely defeats the purpose if nutrients/RBS are added to a
cutting/seedling before it has developed a root structure or “a mouth”, if you will.
Save it until the plant needs it!

